Honors Abilities
Pavlis Honors College

**Know Yourself**
built self-awareness through reflection, listening, and experience

**Balance Confidence and Humility**
recognize your strengths and limitations and fulfill your personal need to grow in leadership and followership

**Value Diverse Perspectives**
engage with others to exchange perspectives, synthesize ideas, and exhibit compassion

**Communicate Empathically**
understand and adapt by listening across differences and contribute your story with respect and humility

**Engage in Mentorship**
accept and value shared guidance and knowledge, and fulfill this need for others

**Welcome Challenge**
move intentionally outside of your comfort zone, take risks, celebrate success, and learn from failure

**Embrace Ambiguity**
become comfortable with uncertainty and

**Act with Purpose**
seize opportunities and pursue goals with purpose, creativity, and integrity

**Learn Deeply**
satisfy curiosity, discover passion and ignite imagination over your lifetime